
Feedback on the following pages was received in reference to proposed Rezoning Plan 4 through 

February 3, 2020. This includes feedback received at the rezoning forum held on 2/3/20, as well as 

feedback received by email. The Board of Trustees received this feedback on February 4, 2020, and will 
consider it in the development of the final rezoning plan. 

The following information has been redacted from the document received by the Board of Trustees: 

student names and other identifying/personal information, parent contact information, and any other 

information we are required to withhold under FERPA. 

If you have any questions about this feedback, please contact info@wisd.org. 



General Rezoning Feedback: 

From parent Tim Burleson at forum #5: 

There are three zoning proposals and now you've come up with a fourth? When does the opportunity 

for public comment close? Dual language is not expanding because of lack of interest? Are students 

involved in that program excluded from zoning? The program is available for students who test in to it? 

Broadhead Road: 

From parent Brady Buegeler, received by email 

After reviewing the boundary maps for the rezone for the Elementary schools, we recently have seen 

and heard that Spring Creek both new and old sections have been placed back at Felty Elementary 

where our third child currently attends as a Second Grade student. We respectfully request that we be 

zoned to stay at Felty as well because I bet I can count on one hand the number of children that this 

move will affect. I'm certain it will look interesting on a map to have a colored "stick out" extend to 

Gibson Rd, but look what it did for Oklahoma's look. All joking aside, we have been at Felty almost 8 

years and have put 2 1/2 of our children through it. For the small number of kids affected, please 

consider leaving us where we have roots and work to be involved in many activities as possible. Any 

opportunity for a meeting to discuss would be appreciated. 

-------------- -----------------
From parent Natalin Buegeler, received by email 

here. 

that didn't get put back into Felty and out here on our stretch of Broadhead 

my child) and maybe and that's a big maybe there might be a few more kids out 

ay really be the only kid this is effecting. 

As of right now, Broadhead is being split. Some parts going to Felty and the other ( which is where our 

house is) is going to Simpson. We want to strongly recommend making the part of Broadhead that is 

zoned in for Simpson right now be changed back to Felty. You might not get a lot of feedback about this 

because there's only my child that I for sure know about living out on this stretch of Broadhead. There 

might be just a handful of kids. There's not many kids at all. I don't see how moving just a few kids back 

to Felty would make that much of a spike in the numbers. 

Also, with the Junior High lines, it has been established that we go to town using Broadhead, which that 

is correct. That is how we go to town But with the elementary lines and us being zoned for Simpson, 

you have made us going to town by Brown Street. Which is NOT how we go to town. We will have to 

drive through Spring Creek to get to Simpson. Which means, as I drive thru Spring Creek to go to 

Simpson, I will be passing all the families in Spring Creek as they drive to Felty. That doesn't make a lot 

of sense. 



From parent Natalin Buegeler at forum #5: 

Are plans 1, 2, and 3 still an option to look at? I live on Broadhead, please leave me at Felty. Right now 

I'm zoned for Simpson on all plans. There may not be feedback because there are so few kids affected 

by this. We love Felty and we want to be considered to stay there. If we rezone again in two years when 

Simpson is full, we will be zoned back to Felty. 

------------------------------------------

Brldgepoint Apartments: 

From parent Allie Hogan, received by email 

I would like to know how the district plans to explain their stance on eliminating a lower SES 

neighborhood, namely Bridgepoint Apartments, in place of a higher income neighborhood. I would also 

like to know why Bridgepoint Apartments was included in the first three purposed rezoning plans, but 

was suddenly dropped in the fourth proposal. There are a lot of parents and teachers of Felty 
Elementary that find this extremely suspicious. It seems like the district is discriminating on the basis of 

ones socioeconomic status. 

I'm a single mother who struggles to make ends meet as it is. I can't afford to live in the higher income 

neighborhoods that are to be zoned for the Felty school district. I literally just re-signed my lease at 

Bridgepoint Apartments so I could keep my child at Felty. I don't understand why Bridgepoint 

Apartliei\tsfwas included in the first three zoning proposals, but is now suddenly being eliminated. 

What could possibly be the justification for this, what were the determining factor(s) that led to this 

decision? It's extremely hard for me to believe that there are that many students currently attending 

Felty, who live at Bridgepoint Apartments, that would even give cause for this. 

• Jenny Bridges provided the following response by email: 

I can assure you that the district is not discriminating against our lower SES population. Unfortunately, 

Felty is in a very population-dense area, and as more people continue to move in, its attendance zone 

gets smaller and smaller. As we looked at the zoning plans, we realized that since Bridgepoint students 

already attend Finley Junior High, it made sense for them to be zoned to Simpson Elementatry, where 

other students zoned to Finley will also attend. 

Simpson Elementary will have very similar SES stats to Felty, so while we are rezoning Bridgepoint, it is 

to a school that will have a similar population, and in fact, many of the same students that currently 

attend Felty will be attending Simpson Elementary next year. 

I understand the rezoning process is a difficult one. I assure you that you will be extremely happy with 

the principal and staff at Simpson. 

*Ms. Hogan's response: 



I could understand that, but what you're telling me is that it took until the fourth proposal to realize that 

bridgepoint students already attend Finley junior high, so it made sense to rezone the elementary 

students? 

There just seems to be a lot of missing pieces here. I've spoken to parents that attended the first three 

forums, none of which stated that Bridge point was ever on the table to be rezoned at either of those 
meetings. 

In fact, the general consensus is that the district has changed its rezoning proposal so many times in 

order to accommodate the higher income neighborhoods after receiving so much kick back from the 
parents of those neighborhoods. 

Rather intentional or not, this is being viewed as discrimination on the basis of lower SES. I wasn't given 

the opportunity to challenge this decision. None of the residents at Bridgepoint were. What rights do we 

have as parents to challenge and/or appeal this decision, if any? 

Brookbend Neighborhood: 

From parents Clint and April Roddy at forum #5: 

What are plans for the theme for the new school? Are those plans finalized? Are there any plans to leave 

Brookbend at Shackelford? We have children at Shack and are extremely happy. Please consider leaving 

Brookbend in Shackelford zone. We are open to changes but want to remain at Shackelford. 

Forreston Students: 

From community member Michele Wallace at forum #5 

Sending anyone on the right side of 35 to Clift does not work because Forreston students have to go by 

Dunaway to get to Clift. Who can be contacted to see about the traffic congestion through town. The 

people in the southern part of the district are disenfranchised from a neighborhood school. Could 66 or 

1446 be an area for a new school? Could the Howard Road area be the dividing line between the Clift 

and Dunaway zones to allow the southern students to attend Dunaway and not Clift? Why do we have 

to have a bond to build a school when the tax base should be growing? How is a school in Saddlebrook 

going to solve the traffic congestion and getting to campuses safely on rural roads? Would that be the 

best use of district money? 



Feedback Not Related to Rezoning: 

From parent Andrew White at forum #5 

What decision has been made for Global for 2020-21? [Dr. Cain provided info that no changes are 
planned for next school year and that talks about a second high school will begin in June.] What are we 

doing for those who can't attend these forums? Is there a long range planning committee? Why does 

WISD not have a volunteer committee to oversee these decisions? Students are coming home with 

inaccurate information - can there be a committee to get accurate information out? ls this type of 

forum the best practice? 

30 percent of Global students are out of district. Do we get money for those kids? Why can't they go to 

Global and participate in sports? If Dallas can provide transportation, why can't we? 

From parent Brad Burns at forum #5 

What are the demographer's ratios for elementary/secondary per household? Is Global considered a 

"magnet" school? Could Global kids participate in WHS extracurriculars? If Global has room why can we 

not expand it? Can we look at a 9th grade center on the WHS site? Can we consider a ballot referendum 

for the community to decide if Hachie goes to two high schools? 


